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SUMMARY

Altered myeloid inflammation and lymphopenia are hallmarks of severe infections. We identified the up-
regulated EN-RAGE gene program in airway and blood myeloid cells from patients with acute lung injury
from SARS-CoV-2 or other causes across 7 cohorts. This program was associated with greater clinical
severity and predicted future mechanical ventilation and death. EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells express features
consistent with suppressor cell functionality, including low HLA-DR and high PD-L1. Sustained EN-RAGE
program expression in airway and blood myeloid cells correlated with clinical severity and increasing
expression of T cell dysfunction markers. IL-6 upregulated many EN-RAGE program genes in monocytes
in vitro. IL-6 signaling blockade by tocilizumab in a placebo-controlled clinical trial led to rapid normaliza-
tion of EN-RAGE and T cell gene expression. This identifies IL-6 as a key driver of myeloid dysregulation
associated with worse clinical outcomes in COVID-19 patients and provides insights into shared patho-
physiological mechanisms in non-COVID-19 ARDS.

INTRODUCTION

Altered myeloid cell expression states, including the accumulation of cells with hallmarks of myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs), are

consistent features in the blood of COVID-19 patients, and serve as a hallmark of severity.1–18 Monocytes and granulocytes associated with

increased COVID-19 severity exhibit low expression of human leukocyte antigen DR isotype (HLA-DR) and high expression of hallmarkMDSC

genes such as S100A12 (extracellular newly identified receptor for advanced glycation end products (EN-RAGE)),1,4,19 and can impair T cell

activation via contact-dependent (i.e., programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1)) and soluble mechanisms, including interleukin-10 (IL-10), trans-

forming growth factor b (TGF-b), arginase 1, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO)-dependent tryptophan metabolism, and reactive oxygen

and nitrogen species (reviewed by Schrijver et al., Gabrilovich and Nagaraj, Vegila et al., and Hedge et al.20–23). Presence of MDSCs in severe

COVID-19 patients, and patients with other severe infections, correlates with reduced T cell numbers, and can impair T cell proliferation and

interferon gamma (IFN-g) production ex vivo.24–29 Reduced T cell proliferation and tissue sequestration can in turn contribute to the lympho-

penia observed in COVID-19 patients with severe disease, which increases with the severity of respiratory failure and is prognostic for higher
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Figure 1. Identification of the severity-associated EN-RAGE myeloid signature in COVID-19 airway (BAL) and peripheral (PBMC) samples

(A) Expression of S100A12 in either PBMC or BAL. Each point represents a patient. Blue = healthy (BAL n = 3; PBMC, n = 3), yellow =moderate/severe (BAL, n = 3;

PBMC, n = 8; hospitalized �/+ supplemental O2), red = critical (BAL, n = 6; PBMC, n = 10; requiring mechanical ventilation), with severity defined within each

dataset by the authors. Significance was tested using a t test across the indicated groups (n.s. = p > 0.05, * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001). Boxes

represent the upper and lower quartile of the sample distribution, with the center line showing the median. Whiskers show the most extreme point up to

1.5x the inter-quartile range of the sample distribution.
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mortality.30 Thus, understanding the role of myeloid suppressor cells and the pathways leading to their dysregulation is of critical importance

in COVID-19 and other infections.

The pathways driving myeloid inflammation and the mechanistic connection of maladaptive cellular programs to severe disease and

response to drug interventions are not yet understood. IL-6 is a key regulator of inflammation and has been proposed as a potential driver

of dysfunctional myeloid immune response in cancer, COVID-19, and other diseases.10,12,21,27,31–34 IL-6 treatment in vitro leads to differenti-

ation of hematopoietic stem cells into CD14+ monocytes expressing a similar expression program to that observed in COVID-19 patient

monocytes, including high expression of EN-RAGE and low expression of HLA-DR.10 Circulating IL-6 levels positively correlate with

this severity-associated myeloid state in COVID-19 and other severe infections.10 It has been suggested that treatment with IL-6-blocking

antibodies normalizes alterations in the myeloid compartment that are associated with disease severity,12 a hypothesis requiring placebo-

controlled trials to test. Samples from hospitalized COVID-19 patients treated with tocilizumab (a monoclonal antibody against

IL6R/Actemra) in a placebo-controlled study (COVACTA, n = 438 hospitalized COVID-19 patients with hypoxemia randomized 2:1 tocilizu-

mab:placebo) provided a unique opportunity to evaluate the role of IL-6 in shaping myeloid inflammation in patients.35 A meta-analysis

by the World Health Organization concluded that IL-6 antagonists reduce 28-day mortality in patients hospitalized for COVID-19.36

Here, we used single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) of peripheral bloodmononuclear cells (PBMCs) and bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)

fluid cells collected from COVID-19 patients, to identify a myeloid cell program shared across tissue compartments, defined by high expres-

sion of the EN-RAGE gene, among other inflammatory markers. Myeloid EN-RAGE gene and serum protein levels correlate with increased

clinical severity in COVID-19 patients.1,4,19 EN-RAGE is a secreted alarmin that promotes inflammation through binding to the receptor for

advanced glycation end products and Toll-like receptor 4, and is also chemotactic for leukocytes (reviewed in the study by Foell et al.37).

Expression of this program was associated with more severe disease in our discovery cohorts. We replicated this finding using data from

the COMET observational study, which includes sampling from endotracheal aspirates (ETA), whole blood (WB), and PBMCs2,38,39 of

COVID-19 patients. Combined single-cell profiling of RNA and cell surface proteins (CITE-seq) characterized the immunosuppressive expres-

sion program in EN-RAGE signature expressing cells and connected it to cell surface phenotypes of impaired myeloid antigen presentation

and T cell dysfunction. The EN-RAGE expression program was associated with several measures of COVID-19 clinical severity and outcomes

and was also observed in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) from other causes, identifying a targetable pathway rele-

vant to ARDS. Finally, blocking IL-6 signaling using tocilizumab in an interventional setting reduced expression of the EN-RAGE signature and

normalized T cell numbers in COVID-19 patients from the COVACTA trial, providing mechanistic insight into the therapeutic response to

COVID-19 patients to IL-6 blockade.

RESULTS

A pan-myeloid EN-RAGE signature in blood and airway samples is associated with severe COVID-19

We used publicly available scRNA-seq data from COVID-19 patients to define a gene program that classifies a shared myeloid state across

airway and blood samples. We seeded the program by the expression of the gene encoding EN-RAGE (S100A12), which has been implicated

in several myeloid populations in the peripheral blood associated with COVID-19 severity.2,10,40,41 EN-RAGE expression is upregulated by

IL-6,42 is elevated in the airways of ARDS patients as well as other lung diseases,43 and serum levels correlate with COVID-19 severity.1,4

We confirmed upregulation of the S100A12 gene in myeloid cells from both BAL and PBMC samples (Figure 1A). We identified a set of 84

genes that correlate (Pearson’s r > 0.5) with EN-RAGE expression across myeloid cells from BAL fluid and PBMCs from COVID-19 patients

(see STAR methods for a description of the derivation of the signature)7,11 (Figure 1B; Table S1). This gene program showed strong coordi-

nated expression across airway and blood samples and predominant expression in many myeloid cell types (monocytes, neutrophils, and

macrophages), although dendritic cells (DCs) and non-classical monocytes showed lower overall expression (Figure S1). The method used

to identify the EN-RAGE signature relies on coordinate expression both within and across myeloid cell populations. Because the workflows

used for analyzing scRNA-seq data will divide cells both by cell type and cell state, we wanted to examine the expression of EN-RAGE signa-

ture genes within individual subpopulations of cells. Looking within classical monocytes from PBMC and whole blood, neutrophils from BAL

and whole blood, and inflammatory macrophages from BAL, we find robust correlation (mean Pearson correlation coefficient 0.51–0.61) of

signature genes with the S100A12 gene (Figure 1C). Increased expression of the EN-RAGE program in neutrophil, monocyte, and macro-

phage subsets was associated with greater clinical severity in both blood and airway samples (Figures 1D, S1A, and S1B). It is well known

and also shown here that there is blood neutrophilia and an influx of inflammatory neutrophils and monocytes into acutely injured airways

that is associated with increased clinical severity (Figure 1E). Therefore, both increased number of EN-RAGE-expressing cells and increased

level of program expression is associated with greater clinical severity.

Figure 1. Continued

(B) Pairwise Pearson correlation between all genes and S100A12 in either PBMC11 or BAL.7 Each point represents a gene measured in both BAL and PBMC

samples. Cutoffs for identifying genes in the signature are shown as dotted red lines. Genes that are part of the signature are shown in red, while all other genes

are shown in black. Selected signature genes are identified by gene symbol.

(C) Pairwise Pearson correlation between genes in the EN-RAGE signature in selected myeloid populations. Each violin represents the distribution of pairwise

correlation coefficients across samples within a given myeloid population.

(D) Pseudo-bulk expression profiles of EN-RAGE signature in PBMC and BAL. Each point represents a patient. Groups are colored as in panel A above.

Significance was tested using a t test across the indicated groups (n.s. = p > 0.05, * = p < 0.05; ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001).

(E) Frequencies of myeloid populations in either PBMC or BAL. Each point represents a patient sample, colored as in panel (A).
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The EN-RAGE program scores correlated with the scores of a previously definedMS1 (monocyte state 1)9 gene set, which was associated

with increased severity in COVID-19 and sepsis patients9,10 (Spearman’s r = 0.64 and 0.95 in pseudo-bulk expression profiles of blood and

airway monocytes and neutrophils (5 cohorts) and r = 0.65 in whole lung myeloid cells (one cohort) (all p < 0.0001)). Seven genes (CLU,

CYP1B1, LILRA5, NAMPT, S100A12, S100A8, and VCAN) are shared between the 84 genes in the EN-RAGE program and the 23 genes in

the MS1 signature identified in COVID-19 patients,10 which is a significant overlap (p value = 7e�14, hypergeometric test). Expression of

the EN-RAGE programwasmore highly intercorrelated than theMS1 signature across sample types (Figure S2A). While MS1 had strong pair-

wise correlations in PBMCmyeloid cells, many genes were no longer correlatedwhenmeasured inWBor ETA (Figures S2B�S2M). Because of

the reduced performance of MS1 outside of PBMCs, we used the EN-RAGE program (denoted EN-RAGEhi in subsequent analyses) to more

specifically evaluate myeloid cell state in bulk RNA-seq from whole blood and airway samples, which have greater cellular complexity than

PBMC samples.

EN-RAGE signature is associated with acute lung injury from diverse causes

We next hypothesized that the EN-RAGE myeloid program may also be a feature of non-COVID-19 lung injury. To test this hypothesis, we

scored the EN-RAGE program in samples from the COMET observational cohort, where 75 patients with either COVID-19 or acute lung

injury from other causes were followed longitudinally (Table 1, patient characteristics).2,38,39 WB, PBMC, and ETA were sampled and pro-

filed by scRNA-seq. This cohort offers rich clinical and molecular phenotyping to allow single-cell dissection of the connection between the

airways and the blood at the mRNA and protein level, and how this relates to clinical outcomes. EN-RAGE signature expression was high-

est in monocytes, macrophages, and neutrophils, consistent with our previous analyses (Figures 2 and S2). EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells were

present in the blood and airways in both COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 acute lung injury patients, highlighting the generality of this pro-

gram (Figure 2C).

Table 1. Patient characteristics

COMET COMET COMET

COVACTAAll SARS-CoV-2+ SARS-CoV-2�
n (%) 75 57 (76%) 18 (24%) 404

Age median (IQR) 54 (42, 69) 48 (42, 66) 66 (51, 76) 63 (53, 70)

Sex n (%)

Male 52 (69%) 43 (75%) 9 (50%) 284 (70%)

Female 23 (31%) 14 (25%) 9 (50%) 120 (30%)

Race n (%)

White 20 (27%) 11 (19%) 9 (50%) 233 (58%)

Black/African American 4 (5%) 3 (5%) 1 (6%) 58 (14%)

Asian 13 (17%) 9 (16%) 4 (22%) 37 (9%)

Other/Mixed/Unknown 38 (51%) 34 (60%) 4 (22%) 76 (19%)

Baseline NIH Ordinal Scale n (%)

3 No supplemental O2 14 (19%) 12 (21%) 2 (11%) 15 (4%)

4 Supplemental O2 25 (33%) 18 (32%) 7 (39%) 109 (27%)

5 Non-invasive/high flow O2 14 (19%) 9 (16%) 5 (28%) 114 (28%)

6 Mechanical ventilation (MV) 3 (4%) 3 (5%) 0 (0%) 58 (14%)

7 MV + additional organ support 19 (25%) 15 (26%) 4 (22%) 107 (27%)

SOFA maximal median (IQR) 4 (1, 10) 4 (1, 11) 4 (1, 9) NA

ICU admission n (%) 26 (35%) 30 (53%) 11 (61%) 234 (58%)

Mortality n (%) 10 (13%) 6 (11%) 4 (22%) 83 (20%)

ARDS AECC definition n (%) 38 (51%) 26 (46%) 12 (67%) NA

ARDS Berlin definition n (%) 23 (31%) 18 (32%) 5 (28%) NA

Hospitalization, days median (IQR) 8 (8, 18) 11 (3, 20) 5 (4, 7) 22 (9, 28)

ICU duration, days median (IQR) 2 (0, 9) 14 (4, 26) 5 (2, 4) 14 (0, 27)

Ventilator-free days median (IQR) 28 (18, 28) 28 (16, 28) 28 (26, 28) 19 (0, 28)

NA, not available. COVACTA data are for subjects with blood RNA-seq data included in this manuscript. COVACTA ICU admission frequency is at time of base-

line sampling.
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Figure 2. Replication of EN-RAGE severity association across sample types in both COVID-19 and non-COVID-19 acute lung injury (COMET cohort)

(A) UMAP plots with cell type annotations. Each point represents a single cell, colored by cell type. Each panel shows a different sample type, as indicated. PBMC:

peripheral blood mononuclear cells, WB, whole blood; ETA, endotracheal aspirates.

(B) UMAP plots showing EN-RAGE signature score. Each point represented a single cell colored by the expression signature value.

(C) Pseudo-bulk expression profiles within myeloid cells. Each point represents the pseudo-bulk gene expression signature score for a cell type in a patient

sample. PBMC severity: Moderate = no supplemental O2, severe = supplemental O2 and critical = mechanical ventilation. Whole blood severity: Mild/

Moderate = 0 days on ventilator and no more than 1 day in ICU, Severe patients had R1 day on ventilator. ETA: Critical = VFDS = 0 (ventilation for

R28 days or death), severe ETA = VFDS>0. Significance was tested using a t test across the indicated groups (n.s. = p > 0.05, ** = p < 0.01; *** = p < 0.001).
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EN-RAGE signature expression correlates with clinical severity and is prognostic for worse clinical outcomes

In COVID-19 patients, EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells were associated with increased clinical severity at presentation, as defined by the extent of

respiratory support required at study enrollment, in monocytes (PBMC, Figures 2C and S1C) and neutrophils (whole blood, Figure 2C). The

severity association of monocyte EN-RAGE score observed in PBMCwas not observed in the smaller number of samples available fromwhole

blood. An association with severity is not found in ETA samples, perhaps since this sample type is only obtained from critically ill patients on

mechanical ventilation and so a milder severity group is lacking.

We next asked whether higher EN-RAGE signature expression predicts worse patient outcomes. In PBMC samples from COVID-19 and

non-COVID-19 patients at COMET study enrollment, the EN-RAGE program score in PBMCmonocytes was associated not only with greater

baseline clinical severity (NIH COVID-19 severity ordinal score) but also worse clinical outcomes (ICU admission p < 0.01 and maximal NIH

ordinal scale: Spearman r = 0.30 p = 0.02) (Figures 3A and S3A�S3C). However, these associations were no longer significant once the

EN-RAGE score was adjusted for baseline ordinal severity score (all p > 0.05, Figure S3G), possibly because of the limited numbers of patients

in this cohort and the increased risk of severe outcomes in patients presenting with greater severity. EN-RAGE program expression was not

significantly associated with age (Spearman r = �0.02, p = 0.88) nor with days from symptom onset to study enrollment (Spearman r = 0.09,

p = 0.57). EN-RAGE score was higher in patients who presented with or later developed ARDS compared with those who did not by either

AECC or Berlin diagnostic criteria (p < 0.01 for AECC definition, p < 0.05 for Berlin definition) (Figures S3D and S3E). EN-RAGE score was

higher in ARDS (AECC definition) resulting from severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection or other etiology

(p < 0.05) (Figure 3B), but the difference was not significant in the smaller patient subgroups defined using the more stringent Berlin

ARDS definition (Figure S3F).

Leveraging longitudinal sampling from ventilated patients in the COMET cohort, we found a significant association between the tem-

poral trajectory of airway EN-RAGE expression in each patient and patient outcomes (Figure 3C). To test this, we stratified patients into

two groups by the number of ventilator-free days and compared the slope of the regression lines of the expression of the EN-RAGE

signature in bulk RNA-seq from ETA samples in the two groups. Airway EN-RAGE expression decreased over time in survivors with few-

est days of ventilation and increased in patients who died or had R28 days of ventilation (p < 0.05 linear mixed model, ETA, Figure 3C).

Worse clinical outcomes were accompanied by sustained elevated airway levels of EN-RAGEhi cells as well as higher baseline levels in

the blood.

EN-RAGE program expression in myeloid cells is associated with increased markers of immunosuppression in blood and

airways

The EN-RAGE program score was also associated with expression of genes characteristic of MDSCs, suggesting one path through which EN-

RAGEhi cellsmay contribute to clinical severity. Specifically, EN-RAGE programexpression was correlatedwithmetrics of suppressedmyeloid

and lymphoid states across another five COVID-19 cohorts,2,5,7,11,12,38,39 spanning ETA, BAL, lung, PBMC, and blood samples (complete re-

sults in Table S2). For example, in COMET PBMC monocytes, EN-RAGE signature scores in pseudo-bulk expression profiles correlated with

high expression ofCD14 (Spearman r = 0.65, p < 0.001),CCR2 (r = 0.25, p < 0.05) and PTGER2 (r = 0.38, p < 0.001) in pseudo-bulk profiles of

monocytes and DCs (Figure 3D). CCR2 and PTGER2 are two receptors important for myeloid cell recruitment to the infected lung via CCL2

and prostaglandins, respectively. EN-RAGE program expression correlated with low expression of MHC class II genes, suggesting reduced

capacity for antigen presentation (in PBMCmonocytes,HLA-DRA: r =�0.45 andHLA-DRB1: r =�0.48, p < 0.001, Figure 3D and Table S2). In

blood monocytes, there was a positive correlation with STAT3, a key transcription factor regulating MDSC gene expression (r = 0.79,

p < 0.001, Figure 3D). MDSCs can suppress T cells using context-specific mechanisms across sites of infection or malignancy, and the mech-

anisms used can also differ depending on whether they originate from the monocytic or granulocytic lineage.13,21 In blood monocytes, EN-

RAGE program expression was positively correlated with expression of genes encoding effectors that can suppress T cells through reactive

oxygen species (CYBB/PHOX) and prostaglandins (PTGER2), and TGFb1, but inconsistent associations with arginase (ARG1) and tryptophan

depletion (IDO1) across cohorts (Figure 3D and Table S2). Granulocytic EN-RAGEhi cells had similar associations as their monocytic counter-

parts, with notable differences including stronger correlations with PDL1 and TGFb1 and little to no association with reactive oxygen species

(CYBB/PHOX) and PTGER2 compared with EN-RAGEhi monocytes (Figure 3D and Table S2). Consistent with MDSCs characterized in

other infections and cancers,21,23,44 EN-RAGEhi cells expressed higher levels of multiple potential mediators of immunosuppression

(PDL1, CYBB/PHOX, and TGFb1) with some genes preferentially expressed by monocytic lineages (i.e., CYBB/PHOX r > 0.4, Table S2)

or granulocytic lineages (i.e., TGFb1 r > 0.6, Table S2) (Table S2). EN-RAGE program expression in PBMC myeloid cells was modestly corre-

lated with plasma protein levels of IL-6, a potential driver of MDSCs, and IL-10, a potential mediator of T cell suppression (Spearman r = 0.41,

p = 0.005 and r = 0.29, p = 0.05, respectively; Figure 3E).

Figure 2. Continued

Sample numbers per cohort: PBMC healthy, n = 11; PBMCCOVID�moderate, n = 4; PBMCCOVID� severe, n = 6; PBMCCOVID� critical, n = 3; PBMCCOVID+

moderate, n = 12; PBMC COVID+ severe, n = 10; PBMC COVID+ critical, n = 14. WB healthy, n = 14; WB COVID� mild, n = 4; WB COVID� severe, n = 1; WB

COVID+ mild, n = 8; WB COVID+ severe, n = 5. ETA COVID� moderate/severe, n = 2; ETA COVID� critical, n = 1; ETA COVID+ moderate/severe, n = 5; ETA

COVID+ critical, n = 8. Boxes represent the upper and lower quartile of the sample distribution, with the center line showing themedian. Whiskers show themost

extreme point up to 1.5x the inter-quartile range of the sample distribution.

(D) Frequencies of myeloid populations in either PBMC or BAL. Each point represents a patient sample, colored as in panel (C).
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Figure 3. EN-RAGE signature expression correlates with disease severity and immunosuppressive gene expression in myeloid cells (COMET cohort)

(A) Spearman correlations between pseudo-bulk EN-RAGE signature score in PBMC monocytes and NIH ordinal severity score, maximal NIH severity score,

SOFA organ failure score, and plasma IL-6 and IL-10 protein levels at study enrollment.

(B) PBMCmonocyte EN-RAGE gene score is higher in patients who develop ARDS (AECC definition) in COVID-19 patients; n = 46. Medians are indicated. * t test

p < 0.05.

(C) Longitudinal changes in EN-RAGE signature in bulk ETA RNA-seq. Each point represents a patient sample from COVID-19 (n = 16 patients, n = 276 samples)

and non-COVID (n = 3 patients, n = 6 samples) patients requiring mechanical ventilation. Samples from the same patient are linked by dotted lines. Points are

colored by severity of disease. For illustrative purposes, linear regression trend lines for signature scores over time, grouped by severity level are shown as solid

lines. Slopes were significantly different using a linear mixed model, p < 0.05. MV, mechanical ventilation.

(D) Table of Spearman correlation coefficients between pseudo-bulk EN-RAGE signature score and genes encoding myeloid effector functions within monocyte

or neutrophil populations across endotracheal aspirates (ETA), whole blood, and PBMCs from the COMET cohort. Positive correlations are shaded red and

negative correlations shaded blue, with increasing darkness of shading indicating two-tailed p values of p < 0.05, p < 0.01, and p < 0.001.

(E) PBMC myeloid EN-RAGE gene score correlates with plasma IL-6 and IL-10 protein; n = 46.

(F) Correlation of pseudo-bulk expression signature for EN-RAGE genes compared to pseudo-bulk expression values of IL-10 and PD-L1 inmonocytes in COMET

tracheal aspirate samples. Each point represents the expression value in a cell type in a single sample; n = 40. Log2 gene expression, Spearman correlation

coefficients, and two-tailed p values are shown.
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These associations were also largely observed in airways samples, suggesting an overall consistent phenotype in both the blood and the

infected lung (Figure 3D). As in the blood, EN-RAGE program expression in monocytes and neutrophils was positively correlated with STAT3

in ETA samples but lacked the correlations with CCR2 and HLADR, showed stronger correlations with CCR5, and inconsistent relationships

with CYBB and CD14 (Figure 3D and Table S2). EN-RAGEhi monocyte and neutrophil cells in lung and airway samples (ETA, BAL, and lung

postmortem autopsy tissue) had increased association with PDL1, IL10, TGFb, IDO, and IL1b, which can suppress T cell function, compared to

the blood (Figures 3D and 3F; Table S2). Peripheral blood myeloid cells expressed lower levels of IL10 and IL1b and had weaker correlation

with the EN-RAGE signature when transcripts were detected, illustrating the importance of sampling infected tissues and establishing blood

correlates of tissue immune responses (Figure 3D and Table S2). Across four patient cohorts, airway EN-RAGEhi monocytes and neutrophils

consistently expressedmultiple markers of inflammation with autoregulatory functions that can be immunosuppressive, including IL10, PDL1,

TGFb1, IL1b, and IDO (Table S2).

Characterization of EN-RAGEhi myeloid and T cell phenotypes

To connect the EN-RAGE expression program to cellular phenotypes, we used CITE-seq data from PBMCs in COMET to relate cell surface

protein expression and EN-RAGE program expression. The EN-RAGE signature was most highly expressed in CD14+CD16loHLA-DRlo clas-

sical monocytes (cM) (Figures 4A and 4B), confirming the reduced antigen presentation capacity suggested by scRNA-seq data (Table S2).

EN-RAGE signature scores on cMs positively correlated across patients with cM surface expression of 19 of the 188 CITE-seq measured pro-

teins (FDR<0.05, Figure 4C), including three markers characteristic of MDSCs: PD-L1 (CD274, Spearman r = 0.43, FDR = 0.008), podoplanin

(PDPN, r = 0.52, FDR = 0.001), and CD38 (r = 0.49, FDR = 0.002), which is IL-6 inducible in tumors.45,46 Conversely, EN-RAGE signature scores

on cM were negatively correlated with 19 markers (FDR<0.05, Figure 4C), including HLA-DR (r =�0.73, FDR<0.0001), the T cell costimulatory

protein CD40L (r =�0.36, FDR = 0.03), the LFA subunit CD11A involved in trafficking and activation (ITGAL, r =�0.52, FDR = 0.002), and two

markers of granulocytic MDSCs (SIGLEC7: r = �0.52, FDR 0.001; CD244: r = �0.50, FDR = 0.002) (Figure 4C).

EN-RAGE program scores in cMs also negatively correlated with the level of the activation marker CD40 on CD4+ T cells (Figure 4D),

consistent with the negative correlation of the expression of the cognate ligand CD40L on cMs with their EN-RAGE program (Figure 4C).

Conversely, EN-RAGE program scores in cMs were positively correlated with two proteins expressed by exhausted CD4+ and CD8+

T cells: podoplanin/PDPN (Spearman r = 0.37, FDR = 0.04) and TNFSF14/LIGHT (r = 0.39, p = 0.03) (Figures 4D and 4E). These data support

the EN-RAGE program activity in cMs correlating with distinct CD8+ and CD4+ T lymphocytes activation states across patients.

Moreover, the dynamic changes in EN-RAGE program expression and markers of myeloid activation and T cell dysfunction were associ-

ated with clinical outcomes. Patients with PBMCCITE-seq data were categorized into 4 outcomegroups based on survival and the duration of

mechanical ventilation. In monocytes from patients with more severe outcomes compared with patients not requiring ventilation, HLA-DR

trended lower than healthy (indicated by red line) and failed to recover to healthy levels over 14 days (Figure 4F), and trends of sustained

higher PD-L1 and EN-RAGE score in some greater severity groups remained higher in ventilated patients (Figures 4G and 4H). T cell marker

gene expression does not differ from levels compared with healthy controls in patients with better clinical outcomes, while a trend toward

increasing above healthy levels in non-survivors at day 14 was observed. On CD8+ and CD4+ T cells, markers of T cell dysfunction or exhaus-

tion (PD-1, LAG3, TIGIT, CTLA4, and BTLA4) showed greater increases over 14 days in patients with worsening outcomes (>7 daysmechanical

ventilation and/or death) compared with non-ventilated patients (Figures 4I�4L, and S4, Pearson correlation p < 0.05, not significant for PD-1

on CD4+ T cells). Therefore, the EN-RAGE myeloid expression program correlates with markers of a suppressive cell surface phenotype on

monocytes, and with reduced activation of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, as indicated by increasing expression of T cell dysfunction markers over

time (Figures 4I�4L and S4). The relationship between cellular phenotypes and clinical recovery could not be assessed as samples were not

collected at or following hospital discharge.

IL-6 induces the EN-RAGE program in monocytes in vitro

Several lines of evidence led us to hypothesize that IL-6 can be a regulator of the EN-RAGE program. First, IL-6 treatment of HSPCs promotes

upregulation of the MS1 gene signature in monocytes,10 which correlates with the EN-RAGE program (Spearman r R 0.64 in monocytes,

p < 0.0001 across 5 cohorts as described previously). Moreover, blood monocyte EN-RAGE program expression correlates with plasma

IL-6 protein levels and with levels of monocyte STAT3 mRNA, a transcription factor activated by IL-6 signaling (Figures 3D and 3E;

Table S2). To test this hypothesis, we treated human primary monocytes with IL-6 in vitro followed by RNA-seq.

Figure 4. Characterization of myeloid and T cell immunosuppression phenotypes (COMET PBMC cohort)

(A) EN-RAGE gene set score is most highly expressed in classical monocytes (cM) in PBMC CITE-seq data. ncM = non-classical monocytes, progen = progenitor

cells. Cells were defined by marker genes as previously described.39

(B) CD14, CD16, and HLA-DR surface protein expression across cell lineages in PBMC CITE-seq data.

(C�E) Spearman correlations between EN-RAGE gene set expression in classical monocytes and protein expression on (C) classical monocytes, (D) CD4+ T cells,

and (E) CD8+ cells; n = 128 samples, including 11 healthy controls. FDR<0.05 for all correlations, panel of 188 proteins measured.

(F–L) Pseudo-bulked surface protein expression in 128 PBMC samples from 60 patients over 14 days in patients grouped by clinical outcomes. Classical monocyte

expression of (F) EN-RAGE gene signature, (G). HLA-DR protein, (H) PD-L1 protein. CD8+ T cell expression of (I) PD-1 and (J) LAG3. CD4+ T cell expression of (K)

PD-1 and (L) LAG3. Blue line denotes the linear regression trend for gene expression over time. Red line denotes expression level in healthy controls. Vent.

duration = days of mechanical ventilation in survivors. n = 128 samples from 60 patients (429, 505 cells). Pearson correlation coefficients (r) and p values are

indicated.
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IL-6 treatment altered the expression of 36 of 84 EN-RAGEprogramgenes (Benjamini-Hochberg FDR<0.05, Figure 5A; Table S3), as well as

of IL10, IL1b, CYBB, and CCR2 (Figure 5B; Table S3), all features of EN-RAGEhi monocytes in COVID-19 patients (Figure 3D). This IL-6-regu-

lated subset was strongly correlated with the full EN-RAGE signature (Pearson’s correlation coefficient 0.98). Using gene set enrichment anal-

ysis, we found that IL-6 could partially upregulate the expression of EN-RAGE and MS1 signature genes (Benjamini-Hochberg adjusted

p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively; Figure 5C). There were no overlapping genes with a previously reported IL-6 or IL-1b transcriptional

response signature.47 Our data suggest that IL-6 is sufficient to upregulate the expression of many EN-RAGE program genes in monocytes

in vitro, including markers of a potentially T cell suppressive phenotype in patients.

The myeloid EN-RAGE program correlates with expression programs of suppressive myeloid cells and impaired T cells and

with increased clinical severity in an interventional COVID-19 clinical trial

We next asked if blocking IL-6 signaling in patients correlated with a change in EN-RAGE program expression, leveraging data from

COVACTA, a double-blind randomized clinical trial of tocilizumab (anti-IL6R/Actemra) in hospitalized COVID-19 patients with hypoxemia.35

Consistent with our findings in other cohorts, bulk RNA-seq expression profiles from whole blood collected at baseline from 438 patients

showed higher normalized enrichment scores for the EN-RAGE program in patients requiring positive pressure ventilation at baseline

compared with those who did not (Figures 6A and 6B, FGSEA Benjamini-Hochberg FDR <0.05). The EN-RAGE gene set was also enriched

in patients needing future mechanical ventilation or progressing to death even when controlling for the association with baseline severity

(Figures 6C and 6D, FGSEA Benjamini-Hochberg FDR<0.05). Treatment of COVID-19 patients with tocilizumab led to faster reduction in

EN-RAGE signature expression (Figure 6E). Increased EN-RAGE program expression at baseline predicted 28-daymortality when continuous

eigengenes were used in a Cox proportional hazards model adjusting for age, treatment arm, and baseline severity ordinal scale (EN-RAGE

signature: HR = 2.5 (1.5–4.2 CI, p = 0.00056)). To identify patients with the worst outcomes, we generated a linear predictor of mortality risk

combining EN-RAGE expression, age, treatment, and baseline ordinal severity score, and calculated a cut point of the linear predictor with

maximal combined sensitivity and specificity for predicting 28-day mortality (Youden J index). This identified a high-risk subset comprising

one-third of patients with significantly higher mortality rates in the high-risk group (Figure 6F, log rank p < 0.0001). The IL-6-regulated 36

gene subset (identified in Figure 5) showed similar prognostic value as the full 84 gene signature when continuous eigengenes were used

to predict 28-day mortality in a Cox proportional hazards model adjusting for age, treatment arm, and baseline ordinal severity scale

(HR = 2.4 (1.5–3.9 CI, p = 0.00028)). The prognostic relationship of the EN-RAGE signature with mortality was maintained even when adjusting

for blood monocytes, neutrophils, or lymphocyte frequency (Figure S5A; FDR<0.05, FGSEA). Moreover, lower expression of gene sets clas-

sifying CD8+ and CD4+ T lymphocytes (CIBERSORT48) was associated with worse clinical severity and outcomes (Figures 6B–6D, (Benjamini-

Hochberg FDR<0.05). Furthermore, consistent with COMET whole blood scRNA-seq, EN-RAGE program scores were positively correlated

with expression of PDL1, IL10, and IL1b in whole blood at day 1 in COVACTA patients (Figure 7A), as well as with serum protein levels of EN-

RAGE, IL-6, IL-10, IL-1b, and ARG1 (Figure S7A, t-test p < 0.05). Examination of T cell genes that were associated with EN-RAGE program

expression in scRNA-seq data (Figure 7A) revealed that high myeloid EN-RAGE program expression in COVACTA bulk RNA-seq was asso-

ciated with low expression of T cell effectors (granzyme, perforin, and lymphotoxin (GZMB, GZMM, PRF1, and LTA), cytotoxicity (FASL), and

IFNG), activation markers (KLRK1/NKG2D), and dysfunction markers (CTLA4, LAG3, CD160). Many of these genes were expressed at a

lower level in patients with more severe disease (IFNG, FASLG, CTLA4, LAG3, TIGIT, TBX21/Tbet, XCL1; Figure 7B, Benjamini-Hochberg

FDR<0.05 and fold change < log2 -0.5). Higher EN-RAGE program expression was also correlated with lower lymphocytes (r = �0.5) and

monocytes (r = �0.2) and increased neutrophils (r = 0.5) (Figure S7A, all p < 0.001). Thus, the COVACTA cohort shows similar features to

those observed in COMET, including the expression of the EN-RAGEhi myeloid program and its correlation with greater clinical severity

and worse clinical outcomes.

IL-6 blockade decreases the myeloid EN-RAGE state and increases T cells in COVID-19 patients

Finally, to understand the role of IL-6 in patients, we examined the effect of tocilizumab treatment on the EN-RAGEmyeloid state in COVID-19

patients and effect on T cells using longitudinal samples from the COVACTA study.14,35 Blockade of IL-6 signaling reduced expression of

many genes in the EN-RAGE program and increased T cell signature expression after 3 or 7 days of tocilizumab treatment compared with

placebo (Figures 6A, 6E, and S5B�S5D; Benjamini-Hochberg FDR<0.05). Consistent with the EN-RAGE program expression, MDSC and

MS1 signatures were elevated in patients with worse baseline clinical severity and needing future mechanical ventilation or who died, and

decreased following tocilizumab treatment (Figures 6B–6E, Benjamini-Hochberg FDR<0.05). EN-RAGE program gene expression was sus-

tained over the first 7 days in patients with worse clinical outcomes at day 28 (hospitalized or non-survivor vs. discharged, Figure 6G). The

EN-RAGE program was reduced following tocilizumab treatment more than in placebo treatment over the first 7 days, particularly in patients

with better clinical outcomes (Figure 6G, S5B, and S6A). At the same time, CD8 T cell-associated gene expression rapidly increased after to-

cilizumab treatment, again particularly in patients that showed clinical improvement (Figures 6H, S6B, and 7C). Similar results were observed

for the MS1 severity-associatedmyeloid and CIBERSORT CD4+ T cell gene sets (Figures S6C, and S6D). This corresponded with a more rapid

increase in blood lymphocytes and decrease in neutrophil cell counts in tocilizumab-treated patients who were discharged by 28 days

compared with placebo (Figures S6E�S6J). When we compared the change between day 7 and baseline in EN-RAGE program expression

with the change inmeasured blood cellularity, patients with a greater decrease in EN-RAGE had a greater increase in blood lymphocytes and

monocytes and decreases in neutrophils (Figures S7B�S7D). This was more pronounced in patients treated with tocilizumab compared with

placebo.
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A

C

B

Figure 5. EN-RAGE signature genes are induced by in vitro treatment of monocytes with IL-6. Monocytes stimulated with IL-6 for 24 h compared with

media, selected genes visualized as a heatmap using unsupervised clustering

(A) EN-RAGE signature genes.

(B) Genes associated with potential T cell suppressive functionality, from Table S3.

(C) FGSEA analysis of EN-RAGE and MS1 signatures in IL-6-treated monocytes. Bars represent the normalized enrichment scores of how much each gene set is

regulated by IL-6 treatment (BH adjusted p value for MS1 < 0.01 and EN-RAGE <0.001).
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Figure 6. Severity-associated EN-RAGE gene set is associated with poor outcome and decreased by IL-6 blockade in COVID-19 patients (COVACTA

cohort)

(A) Heatmap of EN-RAGE gene set associations with NIH ordinal scale severity at baseline (Severity NIH), need for new mechanical ventilation in patients not

ventilated at baseline (Mech Vent), 28-day mortality (Death), treatment with tocilizumab or placebo at day 3 or day 7 relative to baseline, and tocilizumab

(TCZ) vs. placebo at day 7 relative to baseline.
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The reduction in EN-RAGE program following IL-6 blockade corresponded with normalization of potential mediators and correlates of

T cell suppression. Patients with a greater decrease in EN-RAGE program expression from baseline to 7 had greater decreases in serum

EN-RAGE, IL-10, IL-1b, and ARG1 protein levels, as indicated by a positive slope of the correlation line (Figure S7E�S7H). IL-6R blockade

with tocilizumab resulted in a greater decrease in EN-RAGE program expression, as indicated by a greater offset in the regression in the to-

cilizumab-treated arm comparedwith placebo, and a greater decrease in this set of serumproteins, as indicated bymore green vs. red dots in

the bottom left quadrant (Figures S7E�S7H). This correlated with increased expression of the T cell genes IFNG, FASLG,CTLA4, and XCL1 in

tocilizumab-treated patients (Figure 7C). In sum, blockade of IL-6 signaling in COVID-19 patients rapidly normalizes the severity-associated

myeloid and T cell states, identified using both patient scRNA-seq data and the IL-6 in vitromodel, to levels in healthy individuals, which cor-

relates with clinical improvement by 28 days.

DISCUSSION

While altered myeloid states are hallmarks of COVID-19 disease severity,1–18 the pathways driving maladaptive myeloid inflammation have

not been clearly defined. This study supports a workingmodel whereby IL-6 differentiatesmyeloid cells frombothmonocytic and granulocytic

lineages to a suppressive phenotype characterized by low antigen presentation on HLA-DR and increased expression of multiple factors that

can suppress T cells (IL-10, PD-L1, and TGF-b1) (Figure 7D). We define a pan-myeloid EN-RAGE program of coordinately expressed genes in

the airways and blood of COVID-19 patients that is prognostic for severe outcomes and is robust across 7 cohorts.2,5–7,11,12,14,38,39 EN-RAGEhi

cells express multiple phenotypic hallmarks of MDSCs by cell surface protein analysis: decreased capacity for antigen presentation and co-

stimulation through HLA-DR and CD40, and increased potential to suppress T cells through PD-L1. This was associated with sustained

elevated expression of markers on T cells dysfunction such as PD-1 in patients with prolonged mechanical ventilation or who died.

COVID-19 patients with higher EN-RAGE signature expression had a greater risk of future mechanical ventilation and mortality, and EN-

RAGEhi myeloid cell impairment of optimal T cell-mediated immunity is one potential mechanism. EN-RAGEhi cells also express genes

that can increase or skew inflammation or promote lung barrier permeability (i.e., S100A12, IL-1b, and TGF-b1), consistent with MDSCs ex-

pressing both pro- and anti-inflammatory genes.22

These data demonstrate the importance of IL-6 in altering immune cell phenotypes in COVID-19 patients and provide a potential mechanism

for the therapeutic benefit of tocilizumab in patients hospitalized with COVID-19.36 Tocilizumab is approved for treating hospitalized adult

COVID-19 patients requiring supplemental oxygen and receiving corticosteroids by the US Food and Drug Administration and the European

Medicines Agency. IL-6 antagonists significantly reducedmortality compared with usual care in a large meta-analysis using data from 27 trials.36

While COVACTA did not meet the primary endpoint of improving clinical status on day 28, tocilizumab demonstrated clinically meaningful ben-

efits, such as shortening hospital stay by 8 days, compared with the placebo arm.35 Therapeutic blockade of IL-6 signaling with tocilizumab at-

tenuates expression of the EN-RAGE signature in blood cells and normalizes T cell numbers, correlating with clinical improvement.

COVID-19 patients with lymphopenia are at higher risk for worse clinical outcomes in the COVACTA cohort.30 In addition to being reduced

in numbers, suppressed T cell phenotypes have been described in severe COVID-19 patients. Polyfunctional Th1 and Th17 CD4+ and CD8+

cell subsets are underrepresented in SARS-CoV-2 infection, with less proliferation and impaired IFN-g and IL-2 secretion following restimu-

lation in vitro.49,50 T cells with increased expression of activation (OX40, CD69) and exhaustion (PD-1, TIGIT, and TIM1) markers have been

observed in some40,51 but not all cohorts52 and functional exhaustion of CD8+ T cells has been reported.53–55 In single-cell analysis of the

COMET cohort, a phenotype of sustained elevated expression of PD-1, TIGIT, and LAG3 was observed on T cells in patients requiring longer

mechanical ventilation and non-survivors. As tocilizumab increased the number of circulating T cells, the observed increase inmarkers of T cell

function such as IFNg andCD69may result from increased T cell abundance rather than increased functionality per cell. Differential regulation

of T cell genes suggests a potential effect of tocilizumab on T cell quality in addition to quantity. IL-6R blockade increases markers of

early polyfunctional T cells (IFNG, XCL1,CD69) and recently activated/less exhausted cells (IL7R) while markers associated with broader spec-

trum of T cell functional states (i.e., cytotoxic T cell markers T-bet (TBX21), perforin (PRF1), and granzymes (GZMM, GZMB)) are less affected.

Natural killer (NK) cells are important antiviral effector cells that can be suppressed by MDSCs20 and can express markers of dysfunction in

COVID-19.52 A potential connection between EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells andNK cells or the suppressive regulatory T cell phenotype observed

in severe COVID-19 patients56 remains to be characterized.

Figure 6. Continued

(B�E) Gene set enrichment analyses (GSEA) for gene sets associated with the myeloid cell programs EN-RAGE, MS1,10 and MDSC61 and T cells (CIBERSORT48).

Normalized enrichment scores are shown, with red shading for FDR<0.05. TCZ = tocilizumab. For (C) and (D), analyses were adjusted for baseline severity by

incorporating baseline ordinal score as a covariate in our model. F. Kaplan-Meier curve showing differences between high and low risk patients for 28-day

mortality. The cut point used to determine high- vs. low-risk patients was determined using Youden’s J index on the ROC curve of a linear predictor defined using

a combined risk score incorporating EN-RAGE expression, age, treatment arm, and baseline ordinal severity score. Significance was determined using the log

rank test.

(G and H) Tocilizumab treatment normalizes EN-RAGE and CD8+ T cell gene expression to healthy levels more rapidly than placebo in survivors. Only

patients with measurements for all three time points are included. Lines represent the mean expression value for the gene set signature score across

tocilizumab- or placebo-treated subjects. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval around the mean. Patients are split into those that were

discharged before 28, those that remained hospitalized, or subjects that died by day 28. Average signature scores are shown across the first 7 days of

treatment. CTRL = healthy controls, SOC = standard of care drug therapy; significance testing was performed using t-test comparing each day to baseline,

split by study arm * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001, **** = p < 0.0001.
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Suppressive myeloid cells are one potential mechanism underlying impaired T cell immunity in severe COVID-19. MDSCs express medi-

ators of T cell suppression in a context-dependent manner, depending on the type of infection or tumor.21,23 MDSCs express multiple genes

throughwhich theymay potentially suppress T cells. Moreover, differential correlations between the EN-RAGE signature and genes encoding

immunosuppressive mediators were observed between cell lineage (granulocytic vs. monocytic) and compartment (blood vs. airways).

MDSCs are often identified by low HLA-DR expression as a marker of impaired antigen presentation capacity.24,27–29,49 Interestingly, while

A D

CB

Figure 7. IL-6 blockade reduces potential T cell suppressive factors and normalizes T cells in COVID-19 patients (COVACTA cohort)

(A) The EN-RAGE program is positively correlated with IL-6-induced suppressive myeloid genes (IL-10, IL-1b, PD-L1) and inversely correlated with T cell genes

(FASL, LKRK1, TIGIT, CD160, IFNG, IL7R, CTLA4, XCL1, HAVCR2, TBX21, PRF1, GZMB, LAG3, GZMM, PDCD1, FOXP3). Spearman correlation coefficients are

shown for bulk whole blood gene expression.

(B and C) Volcano plots of reduced expression of T cell genes shown in (A) (shown in red) in patients with greater baseline severity (requiring positive pressure

ventilation) versus lower baseline severity (not requiring positive pressure ventilation) (B) and increased expression of T cell genes following 7 days treatment with

tocilizumab (C). Dotted lines indicate absolute >0.5 log2 fold change and FDR<0.05.

(D) Working model.
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some features of EN-RAGEhi cells were consistent between blood and airways (i.e., high PD-L1), the expression of other genes was tissue

dependent, and the low expression of HLA-DR in the blood was lost in airway samples. This is consistent with the observation that HLA-

DRlo MDSCs were not found in ETA airway samples by flow cytometry.27 These data suggest that EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells home to the in-

fected lung and adopt a tissue-specific phenotype, with increasing expression of IL-10 and IDO and decreasing expression of CCR2 and

CYBB, highlighting the importance of characterizing immune responses at the site of infection. An alternative hypothesis is that IL-6 activity

drives both hyperinflammatory responses causing disease severity, as well as a homeostatic MDSC differentiation program as a counter-reg-

ulatory consequence of a hyperinflammatory state, as supported by their increased frequency in some autoimmune conditions.57,58 The EN-

RAGEhi myeloid state may underlie disease severity through additional mechanisms. For example, EN-RAGEhi cells express higher IL-1b and

TGF-b1 which can increase endothelial and epithelial cell permeability, respectively, and potential mechanisms whereby EN-RAGEhi cells

could affect barrier integrity and edema in patients with acute lung injury remain to be explored.10,59,60

This study connects immune cell phenotypes in the bloodwith themyeloid EN-RAGE state in the airways using pairedquantification ofmRNA

and surface proteins at single-cell resolution in PBMCs andETA single-cell transcriptomes from the COMET study and longitudinal bloodmRNA

expression data from the large Phase 3 COVACTA study. The inclusion of patients with acute lung injury from other causes in the COMET cohort

reveals that EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells are relevant to insults in addition to SARS-CoV-2 infection, and identifies a targetable pathway relevant to

ARDS. IL-6 predicts severe patient outcomes30 and has been hypothesized to be a driver of myeloid differentiation in severe infections.10,12 We

show that tocilizumab treatment rapidly normalizedmyeloid andT cell states tohealthy control levels, whichwas correlatedwith improvedclinical

outcomes. This study establishes the importance of IL-6 in driving differentiation of the severity-associated EN-RAGEhi myeloid state in patients.

COVID-19andcancer share risk factors, such as ageandmetabolic syndrome, andunderlying immunobiology, such asMDSCsandT cell dysfunc-

tion, making it appealing to speculate that EN-RAGEhi myeloid cells may contribute to pathology in multiple diseases.

Limitations of the study

IL-6 alone does not significantly induce the entire EN-RAGE program, which is consistent with the partial IL-6R-dependent induction of the

severity-associated MS1 program by sepsis patient serum using an in vitro system.10 The effect of IL-6R blockade in reducing the EN-RAGE

signature expression in patients was observed in survivors and not non-survivors (Figure 6F), suggesting other potential factors besides IL-6

that regulate expression of the full severity-associated transcriptional program. We defined the EN-RAGE gene signature that performs well

across blood, PBMC, and airway samples in order to study a pan-myeloid program that is prognostic for severe outcomes. Analyses focused

on monocytes or neutrophils separately in peripheral and lung samples could reveal unique programs associated with clinical severity. As

fresh cells were not collected in COMET or COVACTA to enable functional studies, future studies using additional cohorts will be required

to understand the breadth of effect of EN-RAGEhi cells on inflammation in patients. There is limited ability to infer T cell functionality frombulk

RNA-seq data, and the expression of T cell genes and surface proteins correlating withmyeloid EN-RAGE program expression could indicate

T cell suppression or hyperactivation. Future studies using multi-dimensional flow cytometry data will enable more precise definition of how

IL-6 alters the T cell phenotype in COVID-19, both via myeloid activation and acting directly on T cells. While the EN-RAGE program is ex-

pressed in myeloid cells regardless of ARDS etiology, randomized placebo-controlled studies of tocilizumab are needed to assess the effect

of IL-6R blockade on the EN-RAGE program in patients with ARDS caused by insults other than SARS-CoV-2.
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Data and code availability

� RNA-seq and Olink data have been deposited at The European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA). They are publicly available as of the

date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.
� This paper does not report original code. Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available

from the lead contact upon request.
� Details of the COVACTA study design are available as NCT04320615 on Clinical trials.gov.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

COMET cohort

The COVID-19 Multi-Phenotyping for Effective Therapies (COMET) cohort collected PBMCs, whole blood, ETA and plasma longitudinally

from hospitalized patients presenting with COVID-19 symptoms. This study included 75 patients with samples collected in 2020, of whom

57were positive (76%) for SARS-CoV-2, alongwith 11 healthy controls.2,38,39 Table 1 summarizes the patient characteristics. All-causemortality

occurred within 30 days for 9 of 10 subjects. Ventilator-free days (VFDS) were assessed at D28, with fatal cases assigned 0. NIH COVID-19

ordinal severity score and Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) scores were assessed at study enrollment (Day 0), when baseline sam-

ples were collected, with a 9 days median time from symptom onset (4–13 IQR). Severity groups were defined as follows. PBMC: Moderate =

no supplemental O2, severe = supplemental O2 and critical =mechanical ventilation.Whole blood:Mild/Moderate = 0 days on ventilator and

no more than 1 day in ICU, Severe patients had R1 day on ventilator. ETA: Critical = VFDS = 0 (ventilation for R28 days or death), severe

ETA = VFDS>0.

COVACTA tocilizumab clinical trial

A total of 438 hospitalized COVID-19 patients were randomized 2:1 for anti-interleukin-6 receptor antibody, tocilizumab, or placebo and

included in the modified intention to treat population (tocilizumab: 294, placebo: 144). Hospitalized patients were R18 years of age with

COVID-19 pneumonia confirmed by a positive SARS-CoV-2 PCR test and evidenced by X-ray or computed tomography (CT) scan. Eligible

patients had a blood oxygen saturation of %93% or partial pressure of oxygen/fraction of inspired oxygen of <300 mm/Hg. Details of the

COVACTA study design have been published (Clinical trials.gov NCT04320615).35 Population demographics for the 404 patients with avail-

able blood RNA-seq data are described in Table 1.

COVID-19 clinical severity

Within the COVACTA clinical trial, the NIH COVID-19 ordinal severity scale was used to assess disease severity: 3 = hospitalized not requiring

supplemental O2, 4 = supplemental O2, 5 = non-invasive/high flow O2, 6 = mechanical ventilation, 7 = mechanical ventilation + additional

organ support (e.g., vasopressors, renal replacement therapy, ECMO), 8 = death. In the COMET cohort of PBMC samples, moderate =

no supplemental O2 (NIH ordinal scale 3–4), severe = supplemental O2 (5–6) and critical =mechanical ventilation (7). Themaximal NIH ordinal

severity scale recorded during hospitalization was calculated for each patient in COMET. Ventilator-free days were calculated over 28 days,

with fatal patients scored as 0. ARDS was diagnosed using the American-European Consensus Conference (AECC) definition79 or Berlin defi-

nition.80 The sequential organ failure assessment (SOFA) score was calculated at study enrollment.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

COVID-19 lung biopsy scRNA-seq Delorey et al. 20215 GEO: GSE162911

COVID-19 BAL scRNA-seq Grant et al. 20216 GEO: GSE155249

COMET whole blood scRNA-seq Combes et al. 20212 GEO: GSE163668

COMET PBMC scRNA-seq van der Wijst et al. 202139 GEO: GSE168453

COMET endotracheal aspirate scRNA-seq Sarma et al. 202138 GEO: GSE163426
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Study approval

The COMET study was approved by the Institutional Review Board: UCSF Human Research Protection Program (HRPP) IRB# 20–30497 and

informed consent was obtained for patients. COVACTA was conducted in accordance with Good Clinical Practice guidelines of the Interna-

tional Council for Harmonisation E6 and the Declaration of Helsinki or local laws and regulations, whichever afforded greater protection.

Informed consent was obtained from the patient or their legally authorized representative prior to participation. The studies were approved

by institutional review boards or ethics committees at each site.

METHOD DETAILS

Reanalysis of published scRNA-seq data

Raw count data from Schulte-Schrepping et al.11 were downloaded from http://fastgenomics.org. For analysis of the PBMC data collected

using 10x Genomics droplet-based capture, and whole blood collected using Rhapsody microwell-based capture, the raw count data was

reprocessed using scripts written in the R programming language81 and packages from the Bioconductor project (https://www.

bioconductor.org). Briefly, counts were normalized using the computeLibraryFactors method from the scater R package82 and dimensionality

reduction was performed using PCA followed by UMAP projection. For calculating PCA, the top 5000 most variable genes were selected,

accounting for overall expression level using the modelGeneVar method from the scran R package.83 The UMAP projection was calculated

using the first 10 principal components. Graph-based clustering was performed using the Louvain algorithm on the same 10 principal com-

ponents. Marker genes for each cluster were determined using pairwise t-tests, calculated using the pairwiseTTest method from the scran R

package, and were used to manually assign broad cell type labels to each cluster. Clusters from the same broad cell type classification were

merged. The myeloid populations (monocytes, DCs and neutrophils) were separately re-clustered using the same procedures: the 5000 most

variable genes were selected, used for PCA calculation, graph-based clustering andUMAP projection. Marker genes were calculated for each

cluster, and clusters were manually assigned using the marker gene lists.

Raw sequencing reads from Liao et al.7 were downloaded from SRA (SRA: PRJNA608742). Sequencing data were then processed using

cellranger v4.0.0 (10x Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA) using GRCh38 as the reference genome, and gene models from GENCODE (v27)

for assigning reads to genes. The emptyDrops method was used from the DropletUtils R package71 to identify barcodes that corresponded

to cellular droplets. Any barcode with fewer than 200 UMIs or 100 genes detected was removed. This allowed us to retain neutrophil-contain-

ing droplets, as these aremostly removedby default processing using cellranger. Droplets with high abundance ofmitochondrial RNA (>10%)

were removed. This yielded 90592 cells for further analysis. The same procedures described above were used to normalize, cluster and anno-

tate cells into broad populations (macrophage, neutrophil, T cell, epithelial cell, B cell). The myeloid populations (macrophages and neutro-

phils) were selected and reclustered into more fine-grained populations using the same strategy as above.

Data from Silvin et al.12 were retrieved from the EuropeanGenomeArchive (EGA) under accession number ArrayExpress: E-MTAB-9221 as

FASTQ files. Sequencing data were processed as detailed above for SRA: PRJNA608742, using the same parameters for identifying cellular

droplets and filtering droplets with high mitochondrial RNA abundance. Normalization, clustering and manual annotation was performed as

described above. Count data from Delorey et al.5 were downloaded from the Broad Single Cell Portal using accession number GEO:

GSE162911. We used the cell annotations as defined within that dataset, selecting cells labeled as Myeloid using the Cluster field defined

by the authors. Data from Grant et al.6 were retrieved from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accession number GEO:

GSE155249. Normalization and clustering were performed as above. Annotations from the original publication were used to group cells

into broad lineages: epithelial cells, B cells, T cells, dendritic cells, mast cells, macrophages and mixed myeloid cells.

Derivation of the EN-RAGE gene signature

We generated pseudobulk expression profiles for myeloid sub-populations in both PBMC (monocyte, DC, and neutrophil subsets) and tissue

(macrophage and neutrophil subsets), with one profile generated per cell population, per patient, using themethod described below. Genes

with low expression levels in at least one tissue were excluded, using the filterByExpr function from the edgeR package, removing genes with

fewer than 2 counts in greater than 50% of samples within a subcluster, and less than 15 reads across all samples. Pseudobulk profiles were

then normalized and log transformed, using the ‘‘cpm’’ function from the edgeR R package, yielding log2-normalized count per million

(logCPM) values. On a per-gene basis, logCPM values are close to normally distributed across patients for genes with sufficient read depth,

so we used Pearson’s correlation coefficient to calculate correlations with the S100A12gene expression values.We selected an arbitrary cutoff

of r > 0.5 in both datasets to identify our gene set of interest. Selecting a higher threshold yielded far fewer genes. Using Spearman’s cor-

relation coefficient, the majority of these genes have correlation coefficients >0.5 (77 genes in the PBMC samples, 81 in the BAL samples),

suggesting our selection strategy is robust to parametric or non-parametric methods for calculating correlations. Two-sided unpaired t-tests

were used to compare gene signature scores between cell types and across severity groups in pseudobulk scRNA-seq datasets.

Pseudobulk expression profile calculation

The aggregateAcrossCellsmethod from the scater R package82 was used to calculate pseudobulk expression profiles for each cell population

in a sample. This method uses the sum of raw counts to determine an estimate of the aggregate expression of that cell type in a sample. The

TMMmethod from the edgeR R package84 was used to normalize the pseudobulk count data within each dataset. Signature score calculation

in pseudo-bulk data was performed using the GSDecon package (https://github.com/JasonHackney/GSDecon).
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Identification of EN-RAGE gene expression induced by IL-6 in vitro

PBMCs were isolated from 50 mL of heparinized blood of four healthy donors by Ficoll-Paque. Primary human monocytes were purified from

PBMC by Miltenyi Pan Monocyte Isolation Kit and cultured in RPMI with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 10 mM HEPES and L-glutamine. The pri-

mary human monocytes were stimulated with 10 ng/mL IL-6 + 18.7 ng/mL IL6R for 24 h, and RNA-seq performed on bulk cells. Unsupervised

clustering using average linkage cluster difference and Euclidean point distancemetrics were used to generate heat maps. RNA was isolated

using the Qiagen RNeasy 96 kit (Qiagen catalog: 74182). Total RNA was quantified with Qubit RNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific

catalog: Q32852) and quality was assessed using RNA ScreenTape on 4200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies catalog: 5067–5576). cDNA

library was generated from 2 ng of total RNA using Smart-Seq V4 Ultra Low Input RNA Kit (Takara catalog: 634894). 150 picograms of

cDNA was used to make sequencing libraries by Nextera XT DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina catalog: FC-131-1024). Libraries were

quantified with Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific catalog: Q32851) and the average library size was determined using

D1000 ScreenTape on 4200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies catalog: 5067–5582). Libraries were pooled and sequenced on the Illumina

NovaSeq 6000 to generate 30 million single-end 50 base pair reads for each sample. Sequencing reads were filtered and aligned using

HTSeqGenie v4.4.2.85 GSNAP v2013-11-01 was used for alignment, through the HTSeqGenie wrapper, against the GENCODE 27 Basic

genemodel on the human genome assembly GRCh38. Only reads with unique genomic alignments were analyzed. Normalized CPM (Counts

Per Million) were used as a normalized measure of gene expression, calculated using method provided in edgeR.84

Comet data analysis

COMET data is available on GEO (GEO: GSE163668 (whole blood), GEO: GSE163426 (tracheal aspirate), GEO: GSE168453 (PBMC)). Gener-

ation of PBMC scRNA-seq and Cellular Indexing of Transcriptomes and Epitopes by Sequencing (CITE-seq) libraries was previously pub-

lished,39 and the complete protocol is available on protocols.io (https://www.protocols.io/view/10x-citeseq-protocol-covid-19-patient-

samples-tetr-bqnqmvdw). CITE-seq data was generated for 188 unique cell surface antigens, and collected from 128 samples collected at

day 0, day 7 and/or day 14 from 60 patients. Single cell RNA-seq data generated from PBMC collected at day 0 from 49 patients, whole blood

collected at day 0 for 18 patients, and 41 ETA samples collected longitudinally from 16 patients were included in this study. Bulk gene expres-

sion from endotracheal aspirates was generated from 182 samples collected longitudinally from 19 patients. Plasma cytokine and paired ETA

scRNA-seq data was available for only 7 samples, precluding correlation analyses. Student’s t test was used to calculate p values for compar-

isons of EN-RAGE gene set scores and clinical severity. Spearman correlations and two-tailed p values were calculated to examine relation-

ships between biomarkers and clinical severity and EN-RAGE gene set vs. myeloid gene expression.

Raw RNA-seq reads (GEO: GSE163426 38) were processed to count matrices using the kallisto software (v0.46.1, including bias correction).

Gene models used were from ENSEMBL (v99), and included all protein coding genes, ribosomal RNA genes, and sequences for the ERCC

spike-in standards. Samples that failed to generate at least 1million readswere excluded. Eigengene scores were calculated for the EN-RAGE

gene set using the GSDecon package (https://github.com/JasonHackney/GSDecon). To evaluate changes in EN-RAGE signature expression

and outcomes, we performed mixed effects linear modeling using the lmer function from the lme4 R package.86 Patients were split into

groups based on 28-day mortality, or spending longer than 28 days on ventilation compared to those who survived or spent fewer than

28 days on ventilation. The longitudinal change in EN-RAGE signature was compared across these groups, with patient being treated as a

random effect in the model. The difference in slope of change in signature over time was modeled as the interaction between sampling

day and severity groups defined above. For significance testing, we examined the 95% confidence intervals for the interaction term in our

model.

COMET PBMC CITE-seq analysis

For PBMC CITE-seq analysis, the raw scRNA-seq counts were normalized using the ‘LogNormalized’ method implemented in the ‘Normal-

izeData’ function from the Seurat R package69; with this method, the feature counts are divided by the total counts for each cell, multiplied by

a scale factor of 10,000, and then natural-log transformed. The raw ADT counts were normalized using the ‘CLR’ method implemented in

Seurat’s ‘NormalizeData’ function; with this method, a centered log ratio transformation is applied. The EN-RAGE and MS1 gene set scores

were calculated for each cell using the ‘score_genes’ function implemented in the scanpy Python package.77 All of the pseudobulk values for

each cell population in a sample (i.e., sample + cell type)—that is, the mRNA expression, ADT expression, and gene set scores—were calcu-

lated as the average across all cells in that population. Correlations between gene set scores and ADT expression were on pseudobulk data

and refer to a population of cells across patients.

COVACTA data analysis

Serum IL-6 was quantified using a validated in vitro diagnostic method (Roche Cobas; Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, IN) at central labo-

ratories (PPD). Complete blood counts weremeasured using standard clinical chemistry and haematologymethods available at local hospital

laboratories. IFNg and IL10 weremeasured by qualified immunoassays (Simpleplex, ProteinSimple, San Jose, CA, USA) at central laboratories

(Covance). The Olink Explore platform was used to measure 1472 serum proteins (Olink, Uppsala, Sweden). RNA was isolated from blood

PaxGene (Qiagen, Hilden Germany) samples by Q2 Solutions. 1.25 mg of RNA was used for generating sequencing libraries with the

TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library Prep kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). The libraries were sequenced by Illumina NovaSeq by 50 bp sin-

gle-end reads at a read depth of 50 million reads per sample.
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RNA-seq reads were mapped to the human genome (v38) using gsnap followed by filtering of reads mapping to ribosomal genes.87 Read

counts mapping to annotated genes (Gencode v27) were then generated using summarizeOverlaps.78 For the time point comparisons (base-

line to D7) patients were subset to those subjects with measurements at both time points before differential expression analysis with DE-

Seq2.62 To determine associations to baseline severity subjects were grouped into those with severity score <4 (Moderate) andR 4 (Severe).

For association to mechanical ventilation, gene expression differences were calculated by DESeq2 for subjects not mechanically ventilated at

baseline who progress to needing ventilation by day 28 vs. who don’t. Association to mortality was assessed by comparing subjects who die

by day 28 vs. who don’t. For analysis of both MV and death, DESeq2 models were adjusted for age, baseline severity scores and treatment

arm. Unfiltered DESeq2 outputs were ranked by log2 fold change and then the FGSEA Bioconductor package was used to calculate enrich-

ment scores.70 EN-RAGE gene signature scores were calculated using the GSDecon package (https://github.com/JasonHackney/GSDecon).

We used the ggplot2 package to generate visualizations. T cell genes with a relationship to EN-RAGE state in COMET scRNA-seq data were

examined in COVACTA, and limited to the subset of T cell suppressive genes that were predominantly expressed by T cells in COMET whole

blood transcriptome data to permit analysis of bulk gene expression data.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Cox Proportional Hazard models were used to assess the prognostic value of EN-RAGE eigengene scores for mortality censored at day 28.

Continuous eigengene scores were used as main predictor of interest, and age, baseline ordinal scale, and categorical treatment arm were

included as covariates, along with 28-day censored mortality from baseline events were used for both the prognostic model assessing the

effect of EN-RAGE. Additionally, a linear predictor to establish an optimal Youden’s J cutoff for EN-RAGE score was found via a ROC on

28-day mortality. Kaplan-Meier curves and log rank tests were calculated using the optimized cut-off to split patients into high and low

risk groups.
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